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The goal of my thesis is to develop a hypothetical course curriculum that would serve as a capstone for students in the business college.

Introduction
This theoretical course is centered around
reading. In todays business landscape, it is well
known that industry leaders are weighty
readers.
Fast Company in a recent survey found that CEOs on average
read 60 books a year.

Although this course does not come close to
this amount, it is founded on the principal that
reading is pivotal to realizing success in the
business world

In order to succeed in this course students will be require to read a total of 5 books.
This courses goal is to get students to read books that will help them prepare for life
after graduation.
Thus this course is broken up into three sections:
• Getting A Job
• Working In The Modern-Day Business Landscape
• Knowing When And How To Quit Or Move On
These three logically ordered phases will give students a chance to explore and
familiarize themselves with the natural evolution of their careers as they prepare to
leave college and enter into a career.

Getting A Job

Getting a job – Objectives and Subject matter
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understanding how to Navigate getting a job
Complexity in the ever-changing process
Methods and Approaches
Resume
Interviewing
“Knowing yourself ” – What the jobhunter wants
The job hunter gets to pick their job
Importance of Wage negotiation
Networking

Book 1
Chapter 1 – It’s a Whole New World for Job-Hunters
Chapter 2 – There Are Over Ten Million Vacancies Available Each Month
Chapter 3 – The Best and Worst Ways to Look for Jobs
Chapter 4 – Self-Inventory, Part 1
Chapter 5 – Self-Inventory, Part 2
Chapter 6 – You Get to Choose Where You Work
Chapter 7 – Google Is Your New Resume
Chapter 8 – Sixteen Tips About Interviewing for a Job
Chapter 9 – The Six Secrets of Salary Negotiation
Chapter 10 – How to Deal with Any Handicaps You Have
Chapter 11 – The Five Ways to Choose/Change Careers
Chapter 12 – How to Start Your Own Business
The Orange Pages – Resource pages

Wage Negotiating

• Studies are indicating that one way to close the gender pay gap is by more
women negotiating a higher starting salary – 68% of women accept the salary
they are initially offered, compared to 52% of men.
• The long run cost of not negotiating far out ways the immediate cost
• Many companies give raises that are % based, making negotiating that much
more crucial.
• According to the Journal of Organizational behavior – “Starting salary
inequities” can translate into a large pay discrepancy

5% pay increase a year over 40 year career for a person that starts at $50,000 will translate to $634,198
loss wages compared to a starting salary of $55,000.

Wage Negotiating
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Interviewing

• A recent study indicated that people change jobs on average 12 times with an average tenure of 4.2 years
throughout their working life. This places a far greater importance on interviewing.
• Interviews can take place – By phone, by skype, in person, through tests
• Three types of Interviewing
• Interviewing for fun or practice
• Interviewing for information
• Interview for the Job

Conversations

• Richard N. Bolles stresses how interviews are really just conversations. Honing your conversation skills is key to
finding success in the interviewing process.
• A good interviewer aside form being prepared should also be knowledgeable of the company they are applying to
work at, knowledgeable on the position they would like, and knowledgeable of their unique value proposition.

Assignments
• Resume
• Myers Briggs
• Interview Questions
• Mock Interviews
• Face to Face
• Phone

• Mock Wage Negotiations
• Thank You Letters
Quiz

Takeaway
Business school students are in need of a course that teaches them in
a direct and skillful way how to obtain a job worthy of their hard
work and dedication, and that makes them aware of the risks that
they subject themselves to by not understanding how to navigate the
job searching and selection process. Business school students should
recognize the process, the methods, and the approaches so as to not
find themselves underemployed, undervalued, and underachieved.

- At the completion of phase one, students will be able to identify and explain at least 3
different strategic steps to take for acquiring the job they want to have.

Working In The Modern-Day
Business Landscape

Working in the modern-day business landscape – Objectives and Subject Matter
Ten
Commandments
For Business
Failure
The Rules of
Work

Meltdown

– Fail Early, Fail Often, and
Fail Forward
– Knowing How to Fail

–What may seem obvious,
but is often overlooked
– Day to day

– Learning from other
mistakes

– Maintaining momentum
– Establishing Goals

– Knowing how to obtain
what you want

– Getting a Mentor/Advisor

– Failure is all around us
– Working with complexity

– Avoiding disaster
– Proactive

Book 2
Rule 1: Walk your talk
Rule 2: Know that you’re being judged at all times
Rule 3: Have a plan
Rule 4: If you can’t say anything nice – shut up
Rule 5: Look after yourself
Rule 6: Blend in
Rule 7: Act one step ahead
Rule 8: Cultivate diplomacy
Rule 9: Know the system – and milk it
Rule 10: Handle the opposition

Book 3
Commandment One: Quit Taking Risks
Commandment Two: Be Inflexible
Commandment Three: Isolate Yourself
Commandment Four: Assume Infallibility
Commandment Five: Play the Game Close to the Foul Line
Commandment Six: Don’t Take Time to Think
Commandment Seven: Put All Your Faith in Experts and Outside Consultants
Commandment Eight: Love Your Bureaucracy
Commandment Nine: Send Mixed Messages
Commandment Ten: Be Afraid of the Future
Commandment Eleven: Lose Your Passion for Work – for Life

Book 4
Part One: Failure All Around Us
1.

The Danger Zone

2.

Deep Waters, New Horizons

3.

Hacking, Fraud, and All the News That’s Unfit to Print

Part Two: Conquering Complexity
4.

Out of the Danger Zone

5.

Complex Systems, Simple Tools

6.

Reading the Writing on the Wall

7.

The Anatomy of Dissent

8.

The Speed Bump Effect

9.

Strangers in a Strange Land

10.

Surprise!

Failure – The importance of Failing

For some failure is just a different route to success; Water Displacement 40th
formula, the light bulb, medical cures, most physics formulas, the discovery of the
Americas, all of these share one underlying factor. They were a result of failure.
Although it is seldom talked about failure is as important as success.
“I have missed more than 9,000 shots in my career. I have lost almost 300 games. On
26 occasions I have been entrusted to take the game winning shot, and I missed. I have
failed over and over and over again in my life. And that is why I succeed.” - Michael

Jordan

https://www.forbes.com/quotes/11194/

Failure - Continued
• This course will explore the importance failure. Learning form failure is crucial
to realizing success.
• In a day and age where failure is feared, it is important to rebrand failure, and
recognize it for what it is – A chance to learn.
“The Fastest way to succeed is to double your failure rate.”

IMB - Thomas Watson Sr.
• Challenging students assumptions on failure is important. Students should
leave this class prepared to “fail early, fail often, and fail forward” – John C.

Maxwell

https://hbr.org/2002/08/the-failure-tolerant-leader

Goal Setting
Learning How to set short term and long term
goals, and laying out steps need to achieve these
goals.
• Establishing
o 1 Year Goals – Immediate Goals – Here And Now
o 5 Year Goals – Career Goals – Not So Distant Future
o 10 Year Goals – Life Goals – Far Reaching

Immediate Goals are harder to change once you have started, whereas
Far reaching Goals are more likely to be changed and refocused.

SMART Goals – Are Specific, Measurable,
Achievable, Relevant, and Time Bound

Current Event

Reading is not limited to books alone.
Successful Business professionals surround
themselves with everything business.
Televised News, Newspapers, Magazines,
Journals, Podcasts, Social Media, Blogs, and
More.
Immersing yourself in relevant and credible forms
of information gathering will allow you to spot a
great opportunity, and avoid costly ones.
This class will have regular 1 Page Current Event
assignment due weekly.
Scanning and knowing the business
landscape is critical to Success.

Working with Complexity

The topic of complexity and systems failures is
inherently difficult to teach. The depth of
understanding and relatability to material will be
difficult for the instructor to get across. Extra time

and in class activities should be focused at
helping students enter into a strategic process
and rational for disentangling complex situations.
It is important to stress to students that it is not
uncommon for managers and business leaders to
be confronted with material outside of their
initial scope of understanding. What makes leaders
invaluable is their ability to recognize this and use their
resources to navigate the unknowns The knowledge

gained from this course will prepare them to
recognize signs of failure and how to react. They

will understand failure differently and have a more
resilient view of what it means to fail. These students
will not freeze with the paralysis of inaction, but
rather proactively disentangle the complexities

that uniquely bind to failures

Tight Coupling and Complexity

Assignments
• Learning from Failure
• 1, 5, 10 year goals
• Current Event Paper
• Business ethics - Ethicist

• Book Report

Quiz

Takeaway
Students should know how to work in the modern-day business
landscape. They need more knowledge around day to day unspoken
expectations that will lead them to success; they need more
knowledge in how to operate in a job setting that has instability,
dysfunction, and complexity; they need more knowledge in how to
see eminent signs of failure, how to react to their own failures, and
how to disentangle the complexities that lead to failure.
- At the completion of phase two, students will be able to identify and define ways to
navigate through challenges of a complex nature in both the firm they work, and the
rapidly shifting business landscape.

Knowing When And How
To Quit Or Move On

Knowing When and How To Quit Or Move On – Objectives and Subject Matter
•
•
•
•
•
•

Something that everyone will have to do in their life
Being Proactive – deciding to quit…Taking Charge
Determining if You really should quit - Rational for quieting makes sense
Alternatives to quitting
Asking for a raise
Preparing yourself to quit – financial afford to quit, making a plan of action, securing
employment before you put in your two weeks (or starting a business prior to
quitting)
• Leaving on the up – small world, and making sure to leave in a way that you could
come back if you needed or wanted to.

Book 5
Introduction
Step 1: Wake up Call
Chapter 1: What’s On your Tombstone?
Chapter 2: I hate My Job Because
Step 2: Craft your Exit Plan
Chapter 3: The Importance of Planning
Chapter 4: Check Your Finances
Chapter 5: The Mind-Body Connection
Chapter 6: Choose your Quit Date
Step 3: The (Fun) Research
Chapter 7: Four types of jobs
Chapter 8: So what do you want to do?
Chapter 9: Should you follow your passion?
Chapter 10: Discovering your career
Chapter 11: Defining your craft
Chapter 12: The real research
Chapter 13: How much to research

Step 4: Hustle and Flow
Chapter 14: Finding the time
Chapter 15: Take a test drive
Chapter 16: The case of Ture Passion
Chapter 17: The portfolio career
Chapter 18: Get online
Chapter 19: Go with the Flow
Step 5: Quitting Day
Chapter 20: Making a graceful exit
Case Studies – Ten Cases
Conclusion

Quitting

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recognizing You Want To Quit
Desire To Start Something New
Rooting Out Cause Of Frustration
Alternatives to Quitting – Internal Move
Deciding What You Want
Talking With Someone You Trust
Asking For A Raise
Setting Up Your Quit Plan
Having A Job Before You Quit

Book 5
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

“The Wake Up Call”
“Craft your Exit Plan”
“The (Fun) Research”
“Hustle and Flow”
“Quitting Day”

Doing The Job You
Want To Be Doing

Assignments
• Asking For A Raise
• Making A Quit Plan
• Job Hunting
• Writing A Letter of Resignation

Quiz

Takeaway
Finally, business school students need to know when and how
to quit or move on. This skill on its own is an example of how
we need to better prepare college graduates for work success.
Students that graduate with the fundamentals of their
individual major, paired with the fundamentals of career skills
will find themselves better equipped for work success. These
graduates will be capable of not merely assimilating into the
business landscape, but instead outfitted with the means to
help reshape the business landscape.
- At the completion of phase three, students will be able to proactively quit or leave a
job “on the up,” by implementing a deliberate quit plan that they design.

Conclusion
Universities that are willing to integrate courses like this one into their
curriculum will be helping their graduates protect their earning
potential. They will also be better preparing their alumni to realize the
economic value of their individual degrees. Equally as important,
graduates will come from a university that recognizes the importance
of better preparing students. The integration of the career finding
skills, paired with the comprehension of navigating complexities of
failure will mean that graduates will be better suited for work success
in a rapid changing modern-day business landscape.
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